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SPECIAL FEATURE
INTRODUCTION
Janet E. Aikins
Special Feature Editor

No species ofwriting seems more worthy of cultivation than
biography, since none can be more delightful or more useful,
none can more certainly enchain the heart by irresistible
interest, or more widely diffuse instruction to every diversity
of condition.^
Biography is a remarkable discursive formation: venerable
and youthful, insensitive and empathetic, inflexible and
resilient, predictableand erratic,inscrutable and articulate.
Perhaps this is so because biographical narrative is, literally
andfiguratively, the inscription of life?

ccording to William H. Epstein, even in the wake of
postmodernism biography as a discourse possesses
"ancient and yet still vital therapeutic powers" (6) or,
to borrow Samuel Johnson's phrase, the enduring capacity to "enchain

' Samuel J ohnson, TheRambler,ed. W.J. Bate and Albrecht B.Strauss, vol.3 of the Yale Edition
of the Works of Samuel Johnson (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1969), 319.
^ William H. Epstein, ed.. Introduction to Contestingthe Subject: Essays inthe Postmodern Theory
and Practice of Biography and Biograhical Criticism (West Lafayette: Purdue University Press,
1971), 6-7.
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the heart by irresistible interest." This "transactionality,"^ as Epstein
calls it, most forcefully enlivens the experience of a literary biography
for both its author and its reader. The authors in this "special feature"
each demonstrate this truth by exposing the multiple and intertwining
life stories contained within and originating from Samuel
Richardson'—the biography of the author-printer co-written by the life
long friends, T. C. Duncan Eaves and Ben D. Kimpel.
Three of the four essays here were first presented at the 2001
meeting of the South Central Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies
(SCSECS), held in Fayetteville, Arkansas. Our session was titled: "The
Legacy of Eaves and Kimpel: Three (In)formal Meditations on
Biography and Richardson Studies," and it celebrated the thirtieth
anniversary of the book's publication. The host institution for this
event was appropriate, since the University of Arkansas was the place
at which Duncan Eaves and Ben Kimpel spent the majority of their
teaching careers and, over the course of fifteen years of collaborative
research, merged and emerged as the double-voiced "authorial persona"'
that speaks from within Samuel Richardson'% many pages.
Our panel paid tribute to Eaves and Kimpel's accomplishment
despite the fact that at the time of the biography's publication, as F. R.
Leavis pointed out, "Most reviewers of this book have generally been
quite hostile," calling it "too long and repetitive," "'out-of-date'" in
"manner," and "unoriginal." While granting these faults, Leavis
nevertheless sought to expose what he regarded as the "valuable core"
of the book, and so do the four essays presented here.' Leavis of course
reviewed the book from the other side of the Atlantic and lacked a
personal acquaintance with either author, yet he speculated on the
book's weaknesses in the following way. The problem lay, he felt, in
the "clumsiness" of the collaborative method itself:

' Epstein, Contesting the Subject, 3.
' T. C. Duncan Eaves and Ben D. Kimpel, Samuel Richardson [:] A Biography (Oxford;
Clarendon Press, 1971). All subsequent references will be cited parenthetically in the text.
' Ronald Paulson, "Review-Essay: All about Richardson," Studies in the Novel 5 (1973): 112.
' Review of Samuel Richardson, Dutch Quarterly Review of Anglo-American Letters 1 (1971):
175-76. The name printed with this review is "L. R. Leavis," the first initial of which appears
to be a typographical error. The review appeared in the inaugural issue of the journal.
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Perhaps one contributor is a hard worker, and his excesses
run to tedious grinding, while the other is an "amateur" with
spirited natural responses that at worst run to wildness, and
lack of firmness in the face of non-criticism/
The implied question behind this remark is, "Who, indeed, were
Duncan Eaves and Ben Kimpel?"
At Fayetteville the panelists each reflected on what Ronald Paulson
called, in his review, the "authorial persona" of Samuel Richardson,
referring to the co-authors and not to the authorial persona of "Samuel
Richardson" that the book evokes. These speculations prompted
discussion of why we write biographies, how readers use them, and
what, ultimately, we can say about the enduring significance or effect
of Samuel Richardson upon Richardson studies.
The last of those questions arose from my own work at the time,
the task of assembling two volumes of twentieth-century response to
Richardson's novel, Clarissa, to be published by AMS Press as volumes
12 and 13 in The Clarissa Project. These two volumes will present
selected commentary on Clarissa by literary scholars, creative artists,
noveUsts, and intellectuals in a variety of other disciplines, dividing the
chronological entries evenly between the two volumes, with a break at
1950. Selections from Eaves and Kimpel will not be among them,
however, because the book is readily available, and a mere excerpt
would serve no useful purpose. Its 728 pages will nevertheless function
as a shadow text for Volume 13 since the biography's publication in
1971 appears to have sparked an exponential increase in the sheer
volume of Richardson studies at the end of the twentieth century.
One might reasonably assume that the availability of what Eaves
and Kimpel call the first "exhaustive" biography of Richardson would
bring about a fundamental change in future critical arguments.
Whether or not Samuel Richardson did have such an effect, from the day
of its publication scholars had unprecedented access to all extant
evidence about Richardson's life filtered through Eaves and Kimpel's
encyclopedic narrative of his childhood, education, health history,
friends and family, professional work as a printer, and the composition
al processes of each of his novels in some twenty chapters, covering 517
' Leavis, review of Samuel Richardson, 179.
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pages of text. Its eighty-four-page Appendix is an especially valuable
resource; within it the authors list "all of the letters [they] have located
to or from Richardson, including a few written for him by others, or to
others for him" (620). They also identify the location of each letter in
manuscript and/or print, information they gathered from a
comprehensive worldwide search. This was a remarkable achievement
at a time prior to the invention of the internet, FAX machines, and email.
The essays presented here look both forward and backward,
assessing the impact that Samuel Richardson had on subsequent
scholarship, attempting to fathom the authorial persona of Eaves and
Kimpel, and meditating on the legacy of prior attempts at writing
Richardson's life. In their Preface, Eaves and Kimpel themselves
acknowledged the "several good short ones" that already existed. These
included Anna Laetitia Barbauld's brief account in her edition of his
Correspondence (6 vols., 1804); Clara L. Thomson's Samuel Richardson:
A Biographical and Critical Study (1900); Austin Dobson's Samuel
Richardson (1902), which was published in the English Men of Letters
series; Brian W. Downs's Richardson (1928), written by a fellow of
Christ's College, Cambridge; and the biography in French, Samuel
Richardson (1931), by the British educated French scholar, Paul Dottin.
Eaves and Kimpel cite two additional books as especially useful in their
work, although they did not regard them as biographies: Samuel
Richardson: Printer and Novelist (1936), by Alan Dugald McKillop, and
Samuel Richardson: Master Printer (1950), a work by William Merritt
Sale, Jr. whose earlier publication, Samuel Richardson:A Bibliographical
Record of His Literary Career with Historical Notes (1936) remains an
invaluable record of the publication history of Richardson's novels.
Following this long list. Eaves and Kimpel offer a startling statement of
purpose, one that the participants in this "special feature" variously
discuss:
The picture of Richardson's life and character has not
changed much in a hundred and fifty years. And it is not our
aim to change it fundamentally. We do not know the
"secret" of Richardson's character—real people are likely to
have a good many secrets. Rather do we hope to fill it in, and
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by filling it in to remove the element of caricature that has
distorted it. (3)
As the biographers here admit, they have devoted the joint labor of
fifteen years to making no "fundamental" change in the picture of
Richardson's life, and the "secret" of Richardson's character remains just
that, a secret. This elusive statement, combined with the thematic focus
of their last chapter, "Richardson's Achievement," invites discussion of
what Eaves and Kimpel actually did achieve by "filling in" an already
nearly complete picture or in some other way. The following essays
each debate this troubled question.
Eaves and Kimpel may at least be said to have made the twentieth
century's last attempt to narrate Samuel Richardson's life, and their vast
book bears comparison with the two biographies published at the start
of the same century, those by Clara L. Thomson (1900) and by Austin
Dobson (1902).
Thomson's book participated in the dramatic rise in Richardson
studies at the time,' and at least one reviewer felt the appropriateness of
its female authorship. "There are," wrote the reviewer, "some obvious
reasons why Richardson's life should be written by a woman." The
writer added that it is "a matter for congratulation that it has fallen to
the lot of Miss Thomson," praising her for "patience," "insight," "a fluid
and pleasant style," "careful preparation," and "the rare gift of
impartiality."' By 1949, however, the significance of Thomson's work
was lost on William Merritt Sale, Jr., who in the following year would
publish his own, much more scholarly study of Samuel Richardson:
Master Printer, already mentioned. In a gesture that oddly anticipated
his later dismissal of Eaves and Kimpel for being "too determined to be
'old-fashioned' {their word),"'° Sale characterized Thomson as a
"Victorian biographer," claiming that she lacked "a sense of history."
Sale did not consider that the "inception" of Thomson's book was due,
as she herself acknowledged in her Preface, to the historian C. H. Firth,
M.A., or what his function as her mentor may tell us about the

' See Janet E. Aikins, Clarissa and the New Woman: Contexts for Richardson Scholarship,"
Studies in the Literary Imagination 28, no. 1 (Spring 1995): 67-86.
' The Athenaeum (22 September 1900): 369.
" William Merritt Sale,Jr., review of Samuel Richardson,in PhilologicalQuarterly b\(1972):753.
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contribution her Samuel Richardson made to literary scholarship as an
emerging discipline.
Firth held the prestigious Regis Professorship of Modern History
at Oxford University, where Thomson received her training, and he had
been instrumental in determining the disciplinary shape of English
literary study at the time, advocating the very element of historical
sensitivity that Sale found wanting in Thomson. For example, in a
lecture on 9 November 1904, later published as A Plea for the Historical
Teaching of History, he offered an "attack on the system of historical
education" which currently rendered impossible "such a technical
training as French and German Universities give to future
historians—that is, a training in the methods of investigation, in the use
of original authorities, and in those auxiliary sciences which the
Germans call 'Hilfswissenschaften.'" "Everywhere," Firth admonished,
the properly trained historian
is made conscious of the limitations of his own knowledge
about the past, and the limitations of men's possible
knowledge. He feels that he moves in a little circle of light,
seeing as far as his little candle throws its beams; and beyond
that comes darkness.
Firth then urged a greater recognition of the intersections between
English history and English literature. "English history and English
literature are so inseparably connected," he insisted, "that it is
impossible to understand the one without the other."" In this same
speech he voiced high praise for the English School at Oxford
University, whose history he would outline in a pamphlet of 1909."
Although the English School was officially founded in 1894, just after
Thomson completed her training at Oxford, her acknowledgment of
Firth's influence suggests that she shared his convictions about the
interconnected nature of historical and literary scholarship and that she
directly experienced the transformation of professional literary study

" C. H. Finh, A Plea for the Historical Teaching ofHistory (Oxford; Clarendon Press, 1904), 9,
15.
" See C. H. Virth, A Plea, 3, and TheSchoolof English Language and Literature: A Contribution
to the History of Oxford Studies (Oxford: B. H. Blackwell, 1909).
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•which Firth helped to bring about. Her book on Richardson can thus
be seen as part of this new impulse toward historically informed literary
research.
In 1949, however, Sale missed the significance of Thomson's
achievement, instead characterizing her as "disturbed" that Richardson
was, again in Sale's words, "reduced to blending romantic material with
the realism of Dutch genre painting." What Thomson actually had
argued, however, was that "notwithstanding his method, no greater
mistake can be made than to class Richardson as a pure realist."
Although his "form is realistic," she went on to explain, in "intention
and conception he is an idealist," and she connected this disjunction
with her observation that eighteenth-century society was "in a state of
transition.""
Such remarks reflect Thomson's sensitivity to cultural and
historical contexts for Richardson's work. Firth praised the English
School for its "provision that 'candidates shall show a competent
knowledge of the history, especially the social history, of England,
during any period of English literature which they offer.'" At Oxford,
students like Thomson were required to "study the prescribed books in
relation to the thought and history of the period to which they
belong."" A sample from Thomson's chapter on "The Art of
Richardson" illustrates that in doing so she found Richardson to be
anachronistic. She writes, "Elopements and abductions were the
favourite motifs of the old heroic romances," adding that while such
things also predictably occur in each of Richardson's novels,
unfortunately "they remind one of msty armour hung on the staircase
of a semi-detached villa" since such "time-worn expedients seem little
suitable" to the very "modern" story of Clarissa}^ Although Sale
dismissed Thomson's perspective as a product of the "Victorian"
moment, her actual point in this example was to suggest that
Richardson's devices of plot verge on the ahistorical and formulaic, that
they are "defects" which the reader tends to overlook when
concentrating, as Thomson argues, on Clarissa's well portrayed
character.

" Thomson, Samuel Richardson, 254,248-49.
" Firth, The School of English, 15-16.
Thomson, Samuel Richardson,248-49.
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In the latter claim, Thomson anticipated political readings of
Richardson's fiction that would appear at the end of the twentieth
century. She pointed out that Clarissa's father "applies to his children
the law that contemporary politicians applied to the colonies, that they
exist only for the good of those who called them into existence." What
makes the book so great, she argues, is that "Clarissa, the slave of
convention, suddenly revolts against its tyranny, and vindicates her
claim to liberty." Admittedly, Thomson did not acknowledge the tinge
of irony in her further assertion that "the idea of such relations has
undergone a complete change since the eighteenth century," writing, as
she was, during the time when the British themselves were fighting the
Boer republic for possession of the Transvaal and its rich gold mines.
Whatever its limitations, Thomson's book on Richardson can be seen as
prominent exemplar in thethen developing "science" of scholarly literary
study.
Most significantly, Thomson's publication of a major book-length
treatment of Richardson posited his importance as a literary figure
worthy of professional academic study. In effect, she placed him in the
canon. In so doing, she offered an antidote to aspects of Sir Leslie
Stephen's recently published entry on Richardson in the supposedly
definitive Dictionary of National Biography (1896), for which he also
served as editor. In his dismissive remarks on Richardson, Stephen
claimed, for example, that even in his own day, Richardson was
"probably regarded as a milksop, fitter for the society of admiring
ladies." Six years later, in a letter to Austin Dobson (15 November
1902), Stephen lauded Dobson's recently pubhshed book on Richardson
and offered astonished praise for his friend's ability to make "an
interesting biography" of such a writer. Stephen then said thefollowing
about Clarissa-.
I had an experience the other day which rather amused me.
I re-read a good deal of Clarissa. The book impressed me at
times as simply repulsive, as bad as the worst of Zola—I fancy
that it was because the process of having one's nose rubbed in
such a mess so persistently suggests a certain callousness not
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to say brutality in the rubber. Anyhow I report the sensation
as a psychological fact, not as implying my settled view.^^
This response, however, did become Stephen's "settled view," for in his
last book, published on the very day of his death in 1904, he dismissed
Clarissa's creator as tedious, narrowly moral, sentimental, and vain.'^
In direct opposition to the DNB's expressed distaste for Clarissa's
creator, Thomson asserted Richardson's worth, and at least one of her
contemporaries perceived the significance of that gesture. Richard
Garnett reviewed Thomson's Samuel Richardson in The Bookman,
saying that although Thomson "has left something for a successor, her
actual performance merits praise and thanks."" Praise from such a
source was a notable achievement. In 1850, at the age of sixteen, this
same Richard Garnett had been invited to work at the British Museum
by Sir Anthony Panizzi, the extraordinary Italian librarian who was
responsible for the conception of the famous circular reading room
whose closure has now punctuated the twentieth century's end."
Although Garnett attended neither Oxford nor Cambridge
University, he pursued a long and learned career at the British Library.
Beginning under Panizzi's employ, the young Garnett first served as a
"placer" whose job was "to assign each newly acquired publication to
its proper place" on a shelf within the elaborate classification system of
the library that, of course, possessed no subject catalogue.^" Garnett
then went on to become not only the Superintendent of the Reading
Room but the person responsible for the eventual printing and
worldwide circulation of the British Library's catalogue. In reviewing
the Thomson biography, Garnett spoke with the unique authority of
the literal "placer" of books in the great domed room, and he praised
Thomson's "recognition of Richardson's place [my emphasis] in the
history of fiction." Garnett thus credits Thomson with having situated

"Leslie Stephen, Austin Dobson: Some NoteshyAlhan Dohson (London:Humphrey Milford and
Oxford University Press, 1928), 182.
" Leslie Stephen, English Literature and Society,Ford Leaures, 1903 (London; Duckworth and
Co., 1904).
" Richard Garnett, The Bookman (London: Hodder & Stoughton Ltd.) 19 (November, 1900):
53-54.
" Carolyn G. Heilbrun, The Garnett Family (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1961), 34-36.
^ Heilbrun, The Garnett Family, 38.
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Richardson, once and for all, in the English literary and cultural
heritage, of which the British Museum was to be the twentieth
century's imperial emblem. In 1971, Eaves and Kimpel reiterated
Thomson's earlier gesture of "placing" Richardson's novels before a
scholarly readership, works whose relative neglect in comparison with
the bodies of scholarship on other novelists of the period can perhaps
be explained by their exceptional length.
There is a further chapter in the earlier history of Richardson
biographies unseen even by Eaves and Kimpel but important for what
it reveals about the "transactional" nature of life-writing and lifereading. In his review of Clara Thomson's study, Garnett called for a
biography of Richardson to be included in the '"Men of Letters' series
from which Richardson was so unaccountably excluded," or so he
thought. The English Men of Letters series had been conceived in 1877
by John Morley for the publishing firm of Macmillan and Co.^' Thirtynine volumes appeared under Morley's editorship, and twenty years
later a second series for which Morley served as an advisor satisfied
Garnett's call for a further biography of Richardson by including
Austin Dobson's Samuel Richardson (1902) among its titles.
Contrary to Garnett's lament about the earlier "exclusion" of
Richardson, the life of Samuel Richardson carried a special significance
for the Macmillan family, its publishing house, and for the "Men of
Letters" series itself. As Dobson mentions in a note, Mr. Malcolm
Kingsley Macmillan, who was the remarkably gifted and intellectual
son of Alexander Macmillan, the firm's head, had at one time
"meditated a Life ofRichardson" himself.^^ In 1889, however, at the age
of thirty-seven Malcolm tragically disappeared on a hiking expedition
to the summit of Mount Olympus, his body never to be found. His
mysterious death on the mountain of the gods in the year marking the
two hundredth anniversary of Richardson's birth seems eerily
coincidental, since his letters offer evidence of the Macmillan firm's
particular interest in the printer and novelist Richardson, as well as
Malcolm's own plan to write "an elaborate study of the beginnings of

" Charles Morgan, The House of Macmillan 1843-1943 (London: Macmillan & Co. Ltd., 1944),
115.
^ Dobson, Samuel Richardson, 2.
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fiction in the last century"^' which he had undertaken toward the end
of 1884.
Austin Dobson's biography of Samuel Richardson, the printer and
"encourager of learning," supplied the missing volume in the "English
Men of Letters" series and fulfilled the younger Macmillan's earlier
intention. The act of including a "SamuelRichardson" among the "Men
of Letters" thus epitomized the larger aspirations of the Macmillan
publishing house: to proliferate through the medium of print a
specifically British cultural heritage and hegemony and, through the
transactionality of literary biography, to disseminate a worldwide
knowledge of English men and women of letters at the turn of the very
century in which, ironically, the British empire was to experience its
dissolution.
The reassessment of the Eaves and Kimpel biography in 2001, the
thirtieth anniversary of its publication, offered an occasion not only to
reflect on the hterary, cultural, and historical implications of biography
as a genre but also to interrogate the epistemic shifts within the history
of print publication. According to Michel Foucault's "repressive
hypothesis," the seventeenth-century was "the beginning of an age of
repression emblematic of what we call the bourgeois societies" and that
involved what he called a "control over enunciations":
Areas were thus established, if not of utter silence, at least of
tact and discretion: between parents and children, for
instance, or teachers and pupils, or masters and domestic
servants. This almost certainly constituted a whole restrictive
economy, one that was incorporated into that politics of
language and speech—spontaneous on the one hand,
concerted on the other—which accompanied the social
redistributions of the classical period.^'*
Samuel Richardson's career as a successful printer was implicated in this
earlier history of bourgeois society. When he himself turned to writing
" Selected Letters of Makolm Kinsley Macmillan (London: privately printed, 1893), 32-33, 113,
123, and 125-26. This melancholy volume was published three years before the death of
Alexander Macmillan, who never fully recovered from the loss of his son.
" Foucault, The History of Sexuality: An Introduction, trans. Robert Hurley (London: Penguin
Books, 1978), 17-18.
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fiction, he insistently declared that his novels were intended to break
down the silences of "tact and discretion" between parents and children,
to instill the principles of virtue and religion in young people, and to
expose, through his epistolary "writing to the moment," what Foucault
would later call the "politics of language and speech." At the onset of
the twentieth century, the biographies by Thomson and Dobson helped
enable his novels to participate in the disciplinary history of English as
a discipline in which "classic" English literary texts by the "Men of
Letters" for the first time became the objects of professional study in
colleges and universities. Despite the recent canon wars among scholars
seeking to arbitrate what may or may not constitute the literary
"heritage," the undeniable influence of market forces on this cultural
dissemination has meant that major publishing houses and series such
as Bedford Books, Penguin, Houghton Mifflin, and the Oxford Classics
control the perceived history of literature within the narrow confines
of contemporary college classrooms. Today, in the market-driven
world of academic publishing, many struggling publishing houses favor
manuscripts that can be assured of high sales, so that literary
biographers are under increased pressure to attract a popular readership
and, quite simply, to write shorter, less costly books. The Eaves and
Kimpel biography of Richardson emerged in a very different moment.
Three primary questions inform our collective effort within this
special feature of 1650-1850: Ideas, Aesthetics, and Inquiries in the Early
Modem Era. First, what effect on later Richardson studies can the Eaves
and Kimpel biography be said, actually, to have had? Second, beyond
its effect on Richardson scholarship, what was the achievement of this
work as a biography? Third, will there be now, or in the future, the
need for a new biography of this highly unusual and influential printer
turned novelist?
For my original panel I chose three participants. The first was
William H. Epstein, whose extensive scholarship on the theory,
criticism, and practice of life-writing and on the professional history of
literary study equips him to assess Samuel Richardson as biographical
discourse. His essay opens the discussion by exploring the extent to
which the actual use of the book by other scholars can be documented.
I next invited Catherine N. Parke to join the panel because of her rich
insights into the biographical theory and practice of Richardson's
friend, Samuel Johnson, as well as her experience in the classroom.
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teaching life-writing as a genre. Her paper comes at the end because it
looks to the future, calling for a new Richardson biography and
speculating on its nature.
Framed by these two essays, Professors Carol Houlihan Flynn and
Murray L. Brown each speak about the biography from the perspective
of specialized Richardson scholarship, doing so through personal
memoir. I selected Professor Murray L. Brown for the panel in
Fayetteville because of his sustained explorations into the visual aspects
of Richardson's fiction, including Richardson's reliance on the emblem
tradition, ekphrasis, dreams, and other forms of imagery. Duncan Eaves'
introduction to Richardson began with his Harvard dissertation on "the
illustrations of the principal English novels of the eighteenth century,"
directed by Professor George Sherburn,^' and I asked Professor Brown
to reflect on that point of origin. What began as an essay testing the
hypothesis that the visual arts were in some way the "irresistible
interest" that brought Eaves to Richardson's doorstep has become, in
the paper included here, a meditation on the nature of obsession itself
as the informing passion behind the biography.
Finally, I invited Professor Carol Houlihan Flynn to contribute a
fourth essay because of the unusual historical and personal
circumstances shaping the composition of her own book on
Richardson. Her Samuel Richardson: A Man of Letters is primarily a
critical and cultural study of the novels themselves; however, its title
recalls the Macmillan "Men of Letters" series, reminding us that this
book, too, makes a biographical statement about Samuel Richardson as
printer and author.^^
Those of us who have, in one way or another, read and "used"
Samuel Richardson [:] A Biography will recognize parts of themselves in
reading these four responses to its inscription of Clarissa's creator. As
"meditations" the essays here are suggestive, not definitive, and we hope
His subsequent publications included important essays on the illustrations of Richardson's
novels. See Leighton Rudolph, "Thomas Gary Duncan Eaves: A Biographical Sketch,"
Appendix A in "Tong Year of Neglect': The Work and Reputation of William Gilmore Simms,
Essays in Honor of Thomas Gary Duncan Eaves, ed. John Galdwell Guilds (Fayetteville:
University of Arkansas Press, 1988), 238. The biographical information about Eaves and Ben
D. Kimpel also comes from Some Illustrious Educators of Old Man Main, a local publication of
the University of Arkansas that is housed in theSpecial Gollections Division of the University
of Arkansas Libraries.
Samuel Richardson: A Man of Letters, (Princeton: Princeton University Press,1982).
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they will tempt future readers into the "articulate" and yet "inscrutable"
pages of Samuel Richardson. In one way or another, autobiography
inflects these essays as well, exposing intersections between the
scholars' life-stories and the subject at hand. To rephrase Firth's
formula for the connections between English history and English
literature, this collective meditation on Eaves, Kimpel, and Samuel
Richardson reveals that a scholar's life and his or her subject of study are
so inseparably connected that we cannot fully understand the one
without the other.

